
Caveat: in this game, there are only 4 commands...
*FIGHT. Participants must act as if fighting. 
*FLEE. Participants must turn 180  and run in place.
*FREEZE. Participants must stand still as statues. 
*FACE. Participants are to walk forward, in place. 

Download and print for free at FriedaB.com/AHG/FBR
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Here's a resilient take on an old favorite... a
group game to help girls better understand
and internalize their options when
responding to conflict.

Frieda B. Armor of God Printable1.

2. Group Game:
Simon Says Fight or Flight 

Just as with the classic game, one person is designated as
Simon, the others are the players. Standing in front of the
group, Simon tells players what they must do. The players
must only obey commands that begin with the words
“Simon Says” ... those who act on commands not preceded
by "Simon Says" are eliminated. Last girl standing wins.

Two points of discussion: 1. The action of Facing is the only
action that has forward motion. In life, facing conflict one
step at a time is how we choose to be resilient. 2. We always
can rely on God and His Word to help us do the next right
thing. We shouldn't make a move without Him.  



"Let's start with you, here right now, here today. 
Let's get your own storybook off on its way..."

* Start by choosing or creating a book of blank pages. 

*First things first: There are as many ways to make a storybook as
there are people in the world; there is no right or wrong way to
make yours. Don't worry about coming up with an order for how
the pages flow. Don't worry about making mistakes. Simply create
what comes to you, as it comes to you. Enjoy the process and let it
all unfold day by day, week by week.

*Next, and very importantly, set aside a number of pages in your
storybook for capturing the things you're good at and the things
you care about. Write them down, draw them if you like; you can
add to these pages anytime. This is the single most important
step; it's the foundation of your story. 

*Take some time to capture discussions and realizations you've
had about resilience... stories that inspire you, experiences you've
had, how you look differently at challenges now.  

*The rest of your book is open to telling your story, however you
like. You might like to journal, to draw, to doodle. You might
enjoy including memorabilia that has great meaning to you. You
might feel led to include memories, or current events, hopes,
challenges, dreams for your future.

*The only "rule" (if there is one) is this: What you capture in this
book should always reflect who YOU are. It should help to tell and
encourage your one-of-a-kind, God-authored story. 
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Walk girls through the Hands Activity as detailed on pages 15-25 in "Frieda
B. Knows It's True... You Are Free to Be YOU". Ask each girl to create a list
of things she believes she's good at, and a list of things she cares about (this
can be part of the Storybook Activity, below!). Lead a discussion about how
these areas of strength can help each of us to be more resilient.  

4. Frieda B. Storybook Activity 

Want to Dive Deeper into Resilience? 
Coming Late Summer 2021: The Hero's Journey Narrative video series with Renata, and The Eight Cs of Resilience video
series with our Youth Mentor, Emily Dawson. Both of these highly engaging, enriching series on resilience will be part of a
brand new Frieda B. Virtual Learning Neighborhood! The Neighborhood will provide a virtual community and a wide array of
Frieda B. experiences and resources for families, educators/homeschoolers, youth - and American Heritage Girls! New
content will be added every month. And as an AHG member, you'll be the first to be invited to the Neighborhood in the
months to come, with a free trial membership! Be watching FriedaB.com/AHG and communications from AHG, for details. 


